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(57) ABSTRACT 

Statistical timing analysis methods for circuits are described 
which compensate for circuit elements having correlated tim
ing delays with a high degree of computational efficiency. An 
quadratic timing model is used to represent each delay ele
ment along a circuit path, wherein each element's delay has a 
first-order relationship to local variations and a second-order 
relationship to global variations. Propagation of the modeled 
delays through the circuit is efficiently done via straightfor
ward ADD operations where an input propagates through 
another element in a circuit path, and via a MAX operation ( or 
an approximation thereof) where two or more inputs merge at 
an intersection. The inputs to the MAX operator can be tested 
for gaussianity, and can be processed by the MAX operation 
( or its approximation) if they are substantially gaussian. Oth
erwise, they may be stored in a tuple for processing at later 
points along the circuit path. 
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EFFICIENT STATISTICAL TIMING 
ANALYSIS OF CIRCUITS 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH 

This invention was made with United States government 
support awarded by the following agencies: 

2 
all ( or most) possible scenarios for the internal node delays. 
While this will generally yield an accurate timing distribu
tion, it is computationally extremely time-consuming, and is 
therefore often impractical to use. 

Path-based STA attempts to identify some subset of paths 
(i.e., series of nodes and edges) whose time constraints are 
statistically critical. Unfortunately, path-based STA has a 
computational complexity that grows exponentially with the 

National Science Foundation (NSF) Grant No(s).: 
0093309 10 

circuit size, and thus it too is difficult to practically apply to 
many modem circuits. 

The United States has certain rights in this invention. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

15 
This document concerns an invention relating generally to 

statistical timing analysis of integrated circuits. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

For integrated circuits ( e.g., VLSI chips) to work properly, 
the signals traveling along their gates and interconnects must 

20 

be properly timed, and several factors are known to cause 
timing variations. As examples, variations in manufacturing 
process parameters (such as variations in interconnect diam- 25 
eter, gate quality, etc.) can cause timing parameters to deviate 
from their designed value. In low-power applications, lower 
supply voltages can cause increased susceptibility to noise 
and increased timing variations. Densely integrated elements 
and non-ideal on-chip power dissipation can cause "hot 30 
spots" on a chip, which can also cause excessive timing 
variations. 

A classical approach to timing analysis is to analyze each 
signal path in a circuit and determine the worst case timing. 
However, this approach produces timing predictions that are 35 
often too pessimistic and grossly conservative. As a result, 
statistical timing analysis (STA, also referred to as statistical 
static timing analysis or SSTA)-which characterizes timing 
delays as statistical random variables-is often used to obtain 
more realistic timing predictions. By modeling each indi- 40 
vidual delay as a random variable, the accumulated delays 
over each path of the circuit will be represented by a statistical 
distribution. As a result, circuit designers can design and 
optimize chips in accordance with acceptable likelihoods 
rather than worst-case scenarios. 45 

Block-based STA, which has largely been developed 
owing to the shortcomings of Monte Carlo and path-based 
STA, uses progressive computation: statistical timing analy
sis is performed block by block in the forward direction in the 
circuit timing graph without looking back at the path history, 
by use of only an ADD operation and a MAX operation: 

ADD: When an input edge delay X propagates through a 
node delay Y, the output edge delay will be Z= X + Y. 

MAX: When two edge delays X and Y merge in a node, a 
new edge delay Z=MAX(X,Y) will be formulated before the 
node delay is added. 

Note that the MAX operation can also be modeled as a 
MIN operation, since MIN(X,Y)=-MAX(-X,-Y). Thus, 
while a MIN operation can also be relevant in STA analysis, 
it is often simpler to use only one of the MAX and MIN 
operators. For sake of simplicity, throughout this document, 
the MAX operator will be used, with the understanding that 
the same results can be adapted to the MIN operator. 

With the two operators ADD and MAX, the computational 
complexity of block based STA grows linearly (rather than 
exponentially) with respect to the circuit size, which gener
ally results in manageable computations. The computations 
are further accelerated by assuming that all timing variables 
in a circuits follow the Gaussian (normal) distribution: since 
a linear combination of normally distributed variables is also 
normally distributed, the correlation relations between the 
delays along a circuit path are efficiently preserved. 

To illustrate, in the ADD operationADD(X,Y)=Z, if both 
input delay elements X and Y are Gaussian random variables, 
then the delay Z=X+ Y will also be a Gaussian random vari
able whose mean and variance are: 

Variance: az2~ax2+a/+2cov(X, Y) 

(1) 

(2) 

50 Where cov(X,Y)=E{ (X-µx)(Y-µy)} 1s 
between X and Y. 

In STA, a circuit is modeled by a directed acyclic graph 
(DAG) known as a timing graph wherein each delay source
either a logic gate or an interconnect-is represented as a 
node. Each node connects to other nodes through input and 
output edges. Nodes and edges are referred to as delay ele
ments. Each node has a node delay, that is, a delay incurred in 
the corresponding logic gates or interconnect segments. Simi
larly, each edge has an edge delay, a term of signal arrival time 
which represents the cumulative timing delays up to and 
including the node that feeds into the edge. Each edge delay 55 

has a path history: the set of node delays through which a 
signal travels before arriving at this edge. Each delay element 

the covanance 

is then modeled as a random variable, which is characterized 
by its probability density function (pdf) and cumulative dis
tribution function ( cdf). The purpose of STA is then to esti- 60 

mate the edge delay distribution at the output(s) of a circuit 
based on (known or assumed) internal node delay distribu
tions. 

The three primary approaches to STA are Monte Carlo 
simulation, path-based STA, and block-based STA. As its 65 

name implies, Monte Carlo simulation mechanically com
putes the statistical distribution of edge delays by analyzing 

In contrast, in the MAX operation Z=MAX(X, Y), MAX is 
a nonlinear operator: even if the input delays X and Y are 
Gaussian random variables, Z will not (usually) have a Gaus
sian distribution. However, as shown in C. Clark, "The great
est of a finite set of random variables," Operations Research, 
pp. 145-162, March 1961, ifX and Y are Gaussian and sta
tistically independent, the first and second moments of the 
distribution ofMAX(X,Y) are defined by: 

Variance: 

oz2~(µx2+ox2)Q+(µ/+o/)(1-Q)+(µ.,+µy)0P-µz2 

(3) 

(4) 

where 8=acx-YJ· P and Qare the pdf and cdf of the standard 
Gaussian distribution evaluated at A=µcx-Y)lacx-YJ: 
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P(:\) = ~exp(-~) (5) 

4 
accurate timing prediction. Several approaches have been 
proposed for dealing with global and path correlation, but the 
field of timing analysis is lacking in methods for accounting 
for both of these correlations in an accurate and computation-

Q(:\) = I~P(x)a!x 

s ally efficient manner. 
One approach to compensating for global variations is to 

use a canonical timing model (C. Visweswariah, K. Ravin
dran, and K. Kalafala, "First-order parameterized block
based statistical timing analysis," TAU'04, February 2004; A. 

It is then possible to define a Gaussian approximation for the 
non-Gaussian Z=MAX(X,Y). In C. Visweswariah, K. Ravin
dran, and K. Kalafala, "First-order parameterized block
based statistical timing analysis," TAU'04, February 2004, 
the Z=MAX(X,Y) is approximated by a Gaussian random 
variable ~hich is a linear combination of X, Y, and an 
additional independent Gaussian random variable li.: 

10 Agarwal, D. Blaauw, and V. Zolotov, "Statistical timing 
analysis for intra-die process variations with spatial correla
tions," Computer Aided Design, 2003 International Confer
ence on. ICCAD-2003, pp. 900-907, November 2003; H. 
Chang and S. S. Sapatnekar, "Statistical timing analysis con-

z~MAX(X, Y)=QX+(l-Q)Y+L\.~ ill (6) 

15 sidering spatial correlations using a single pert-like tra
versal," ICCAD'03, pp. 621-625, November 2003). In the 
canonical timing model, each of the node delays is repre
sented as a first order (linear) summation of three terms: 

where Q is defined in the foregoing Equation (5), and is 
referred to as "tightness." The purpose of the additional ran- 20 

dom variable ti. is to ensure that the first and second moments 
(the mean and the variance) of illmatch those of Z as specified 
in the foregoing Equations (3) and (4). 

In the foregoing Clark reference, it was shown that ifW is 
a Gaussian random variable, then the cross-covariance 25 

between Wand Z=MAX(X,Y) can be found analytically as: 

(7) 

ni = µi + aiRi + I /3i,JGJ 
j=l 

(8) 

where n, (i= 1, 2, ... ) is the random variable representing the 
ith node delay in the timing graph; µ, is the expected or 
nominal value of n,; R,, is the local variation ( also called node 
variation), a zero-mean, unity variance Gaussian random 

cov(W,Z)~Qcov( W,X)+(l -Q)cov( W, Y) 

Substituting Equation (6): 

cov(W, ill)~Qcov( W,X)+(l -Q)cov( W, Y)~cov( W,Z) 

Hence, a convenient property of the approximator illis that the 
cross-covariance between Zand another timing variable Wis 
preserved when the non-Gaussian Z=MAX(X,Y) is replaced 
by the Gaussian random variable ill. Thus, the use of the 
Gaussian random variable illas an approximation to the non
Gaussian Z=MAX(X,Y) allows preservation oflinearity. 

30 
variable representing the localized statistical uncertainties of 
n,; G1 represents the jth global variation, and is also modeled 
as a zero-mean, unity variance Gaussian random variable; 
{R,} and { GJ are additionally assumed to be mutually inde
pendent; and the weight parameters a, (named node sensitiv-

35 ity or local sensitivity) and ~,,1 (named global sensitivity) are 
deterministic constants, explicitly expressing the amount of 
dependence of n, on each of the corresponding independent 
random variables. 

Unfortunately, one flaw of block-based STA is that its 
underlying assumption of a simple linear (additive) combi- 40 
nation of sequential path delays is often incorrect. The delays 

With this canonical representation, the variance of a node 
delay n, and its correlation (covariance) with another node 
delay nk can be evaluated as: 

Variance: 

er~; = E{(n; - µ;)2) =a}+ I f3f.J (9) 

of elements in a circuit can be correlated due to various 
phenomena, two common ones being known as global varia
tions and path reconvergence. Global variations are effects 
that impact a number of elements simultaneously, such as 45 
inter- or intra-die spatial correlations (gate channel length 
variations, wire geometry variations, etc.), temperature or 
supply voltage fluctuations, etc. These generate global corre
lations between delay elements, wherein all globally corre
lated elements are simultaneously affected. An example of 
the effect of global variations is schematically depicted in 
FIG. l(a), wherein node delays X, Y, and Zall depend on 
some influence g. 

50 
Covariance: 

cov(n;,n,) =E{(n;-µ;)(n, -µ,)) = I/3,.Jf3k.J (10) 

The linear/first order canonical timing model (8) provides an 
elegant way to deal with the correlated gate/wire delays aris
ing from global variations, as discussed in the references 

Path reconvergence occurs where elements share a com
mon element or path along their past path histories owing to 55 

path intersections, and this leads to path correlation (local 
correlation of elements along some section of a path). An 
example of the effect of path correlation is schematically 
depicted in FIG. l(b), wherein edge delays X and Y both 
depend on node delay p. 

The underlying problem of global and path correlation is 
that while the output of the MAX operator can be directly 
approximated by a Gaussian distribution having its first two 
moments matching those of Equations (3) and (4), this 
approach fails to retain any correlation information after the 65 

MAX operation is performed. In short, the MAX operator 
destroys correlation information which may be critical to 

60 noted above. The delay computed from the canonical timing 
model (8) will be Gaussian since it is a linear combination of 
Gaussian random variables, which may be acceptable for 
cases when the variation is small and the nonlinear relation-
ship between the gate/wire delay and the global variation 
sources is not significant. However, when the variation 
becomes larger (e.g., as circuit technology scales down to 
nanometer levels), the nonlinearity of the gate/wire delay as a 
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a circuit), or can be experimentally extracted from an actual 
circuit, to allow subsequent modeling. 

Section B of this document then discusses a convenient 
model for the spatial correlation of global variations. Each 

5 global variation G is preferably presumed to vary in value 
between two locations A and Bin the circuit such that cov(G A, 

GB) decreases as the distance between locations A and B 
increases (with GA being the global variation at location A, 
and GB being the global variation at location B). More pref-

function of the global variations will be more and more sig
nificant, and cannot be accurately approximated by the linear 
canonical timing model. In these cases, even where the global 
variations G1, local variations R,, etc. are modeled as Gauss
ian random variables, the gate/wire delays n, are generally not 
Gaussian-distributed random variables. Thus, there is a need 
for a timing model which more accurately represents the 
nonlinear relationship between the gate/wire delay and the 
global variation sources, and will therefore yield more accu
rate STA for smaller and/or higher-speed deep-sub-micron IC 
circuits, where relative magnitudes of global variations are 
often larger. Given that the trend in circuit fabrication is to 
ever-increasing speed and ever-decreasing size, there is 
clearly a pressing need for accurate methods of statistical 
timing analysis which compensate for both global and path 15 

correlation, and which are computationally efficient so that 
rapid design and testing is feasible. 

10 erably, cov(GA, GB) decreases exponentially with the dis
tance between locations A and B, with a particularly preferred 
representation being: 

2 ( rAB) cov(GA, Gs) =cr0 exp --
r, 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION wherein 
20 

The invention, which is defined by the claims set forth at 
the end of this document, is directed to methods of block
based statistical timing analysis (STA) which can at least 
partially alleviate the foregoing drawbacks of prior STA 
methods. A basic understanding of some of the preferred 25 

features of the invention can be attained from a review of the 

GA is the global variation at location A; 
GB is the global variation at location B; 
aG is the standard deviation of the global variation G, 
rAB is the distance between locations A and B; and 
re is a nonzero constant spatial correlation distance. 

Here, the circuit is preferably partitioned into an array of 
elements of at least substantially equal size ( e.g., by defining 
a grid of squares over the circuit), and with each element 
being assumed to have uniform properties ( e.g., global varia-

following brief summary of the invention, with more details 
being provided in the following section of this document 
entitled Detailed Description of Preferred Versions of the 
Invention. 

The following Section A of this document discusses an 
improved timing model, referred to herein as the quadratic 
timing model, which can be used to represent all delay ele
ments (both nodes and edges) in a circuit with very high 
accuracy (approaching that of Monte Carlo simulation). A 
preferred form for the quadratic timing model represents the 
signal delay D of each element in a circuit as: 

N M M M 

D=µD+ Ia:1R1 + I/3,G,+ IIr,.,c,c, 
j=l i=l i=l k=l 

wherein: 
µD is a nominal expected value for signal delay D; 
N is the number of signal delays in the circuit; 
a1 is a weight, referred to as a node sensitivity coefficient, 

which reflects the dependence of the signal delay D on 
signal delay j in the circuit; 

R1 is a local variation reflecting the uncertainty in the value 
of signal delay D localized in the signal delay j; 

Mis the number of global variations in the circuit; 
G, and Gk are global variations reflecting the uncertainty in 

the value of signal delay D, with such uncertainty being 
shared by the signal delay D and one or more other signal 
delays i and k in the circuit; 

~, is a weight, referred to as a first-order global sensitivity 
coefficient, reflecting the dependence of D on global 
variation G, in the circuit; and 

r, k is a weight, referred to as a second-order global sensi-
0tivity coefficient, reflecting the dependence ofD on both 
of global variations G, and Gk in the circuit. 

As discussed in Section A of this document, the various 
coefficients of the quadratic delay model can be analytically 
extracted from a circuit design ( e.g., from a SPICE model of 

30 tion), and defining r AB as the distance between elements A and 
B. The spatial correlation distance re is then set to the product 
of the element size and a user-defined parameter referred to 
herein as resolution-in other words, resolution is inversely 
proportional to grid size. Since a finer grid increases accuracy, 

35 but also increases calculation time, the user-defined resolu
tion parameter allows a convenient way for a user to balance 
these competing objectives. 

Section C of this document then discusses how to evaluate 
correlations between the various terms of the quadratic 

40 model, and how to evaluate distributions (pdfs and cdfs) for 
signal delays D. 

Section D of this document then discusses the propagation 
of delays through the chip/circuit, the use of the ADD and 
MAX operations to effect such propagation, and the use of a 

45 convenient data structure-referred to as a MAX tuple-to 
decrease the computational burden of the MAX operation in 
circumstances where the inputs to the MAX operation cause 
it to act nonlinearly (since otherwise a linear MAX operation 
can be approximated with simpler operations, e.g., by a linear 

50 approximation). To illustrate, when a signal (which has its 
own delay) enters an element (which also has its own delay), 
the delay at the output of the element is simply the sum of the 
delays; here, the ADD operation can be performed by simply 
adding the corresponding quadratic coefficients of the delays. 

55 Otherwise, when two delays merge at an intersection, the 
greater of the two delays controls, and the MAX operation 
can be performed-and here it is convenient to use a compu
tationally simple approximation for the (nonlinear) max 
operation, e.g., a linear approximation. However, in some 

60 cases, depending on the input delays, the output of the MAX 
operation is not well represented by a linear approximation. 
Thus, it is preferred that for any inputs to a MAX operation, 
the gaussianity (linearity) of the MAX operation should be 
checked, as by checking the skewness of the MAX output for 

65 the inputs in question. If the gaussianity meets some pre
defined threshold value (i.e., if the MAX operation is deemed 
sufficiently linear), a linear approximation of the MAX 
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operation can be used for sake of computational ease, and its 
output delay can be propagated to subsequent elements in the 
circuit. On the other hand, if the gaussianity does not meet 
some predefined threshold value (i.e., if the MAX operation is 
deemed sufficiently nonlinear), rather than applying a linear 5 

or other approximation, the input delays are stored in a signal 
delay tuple ( or MAX tuple) Mt-in essence, the delays are 
simply preserved in a segregated set. The signal delay tuple 
can then be propagated onwardly to subsequent elements in 
the circuit, and can be subjected to further ADD and MAX 10 

operations. If an ADD operation is performed wherein some 
delay D must be added to the signal delay tuple Mt, D is 
simply added to each signal delay within Mt. If a MAX 
operation needs to be performed with respect to the signal 
delay tuple Mt and some delay D, the signal delay D can be 15 

added to (stored in) the signal delay tuple Mt. Then, at that 
time or some later time, the size of the tuple Mt can be reduced 
(i.e., the number of delays therein can be reduced) by per
forming the MAX operation on some or all pairs of delays 
within the tuple, and for any pairs that have a linear output ( as 20 

indicated, for example, by low skewness), each such pair can 
be replaced by a linear MAX approximation. Any remaining 
delays that cannot generate a MAX output which approxi
mates a linear one can simply remain stored in the tuple. If the 
tuple survives until it reaches an output from the circuit, the 25 

delays therein can then be processed by Monte Carlo simu
lation to calculate the final output delay ( or the tuple can be 
processed by simulation earlier, if desired). 

Section E of this document then reviews experimental 
results using the foregoing methods. Further features and 30 

advantages of the invention will be apparent from the follow
ing detailed description of the invention in conjunction with 
the associated drawings. 

8 
correlations between the global parameters of the cells in the 
grid ( and the gates/interconnects therein) are defined by equa
tion (19). 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an algorithm by which the 
quadratic timing model can be used to calculate delays 
throughout a given chip/circuit model. 

FIGS. S(a)-S(d) show the probability density function 
(pdf), as calculated using Monte Carlo simulation and by a 
linear approximation for D2 =max(Dc, Dy)=max(kX2 +X, 
kY2 + Y), at different quadratic coefficients k where X and Y 
are independent standard Gaussian random variables. 

FIG. 9 is an exemplary circuit, illustrated with three differ
ent critical paths cpl, cp2, and cp3. 

FIG. lO(a)-(b) depict cumulative distribution functions 
( cdf) and probability distribution functions (pdf) for the delay 
in a ISCAS c3540 benchmark test circuit, with the cdfs and 
pdfs being calculated from Monte Carlo methods, the stan
dard canonical model of equation (8), and the quadratic 
model of equation (15). 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
VERSIONS OF THE INVENTION 

A. Quadratic Timing Model 

The two most evident ways to treat the case when timing 
variables of a circuit become non-Gaussian are (1) to directly 
find the distribution of the non-Gaussian timing variable, and 
(2) to express the non-Gaussian timing variable as a nonlinear 
function of Gaussian random variables. The first approach is 
straightforward, but it is difficult to maintain the possible 
correlations among timing variables. With the second 
approach, the correlation among the non-Gaussian timing 
variables can be well expressed in terms of the correlations 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. l(a) depicts a timing graph schematically depicting 
the effect of influence g on nodes X, Y, and Z, illustrating 
global correlation of these nodes (and thus their edges being 
simultaneously affected by global variation). 

35 among the underlying Gaussian random variables-the 
approach taken below. (The reader is directed to U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/282,003, filed Nov. 17, 2005 and 
incorporated by reference herein, for a discussion of further 
background and for alternative approaches.) 

40 A.1. Taylor Expansion of Delay Function 
FIG. l(b) depicts a timing graph schematically depicting 

the effect of node p on edges X and Y, wherein edges X and Y 
experience path correlation (local variation) owing to shared 
portions of their path histories. 

Since a gate/wire delay's dependency on the global varia
tion sources will usually be nonlinear, a Taylor expansion 
provides a useful means for systematic analysis of such a 
nonlinear relationship. Thus, a delay can be expressed in 
terms ofa general Taylor expansion wherein G i, G 2 , ... GP are 
p Gaussian zero-mean, unity variance random variables: 

FIGS. 2(a) and 2(b) depict cumulative distribution func- 45 

tions ( cdf) and probability distribution functions (pdf) for the 
delay generated by an exemplary gate (an inverter), with the 
cdfs and pdfs being calculated from Monte Carlo methods, 
the standard canonical model of equation (8), and the qua
dratic model of equation (15). 50 

D(G1, G2, ... , Gp)= (11) 

FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b) depict cumulative distribution func
tions ( cdf) and probability distribution functions (pdf) for the 
delay generated by an exemplary interconnect (a wire/lead 
extending to/from one or more gates), with the cdfs and pdfs 

55 
being calculated from Monte Carlo methods, the standard 
canonical model of equation (8), and the quadratic model of 
equation (15). 

FIG. 4 is a schematic depiction of a wire/interconnect 
divided into eight cells/nodes by use of the quad-tree method, 60 
along with the quad-tree defined along the cells. 

where m=D(0, 0, ... , 0) and R is the local variation with zero 
mean and unit variance. Note that if the Taylor expansion is 
truncated at the first order, this results in the linear canonical 
timing model (8), and the m value will be the same as the 
mean value of the delay m=µn. This will generally not be true 
for higher-order truncations. Also note that it is generally 
reasonable to assume that the local variation R is Gaussian, 
since it represents the overall effect of numerous local varia
tions (variations localized in the gate/wire and only affecting 

FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of a grid overlaid on a 
chip/circuit model, with a spatial correlation function being 
used to define the global parameter correlations between 
gates/interconnects in the various cells of the grid. 

FIGS. 6(a)-6(c) illustrate the spatial correlation (covari
ance) matrix for different chip and grid sizes where the spatial 

65 the gate/wire delay to which they belong), and these numer
ous variations should be Gaussian-distributed in accordance 
with the law oflarge numbers. 
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It might be expected that the accuracy of timing delay 
estimation will increase if the Taylor expansion is truncated at 
higher-order terms, but this will of course incur greater com
putational cost. Thus, a reasonable trade-off has to be made 
between complexity and accuracy. Through experiment, it 5 

has been found that for variations up to about 10% of the 

The gate delay D g can also be expressed in expanded form as: 

Dg =mg+ a:R + I /3;G; + I r;.JG;GJ 
i,j 

(15) 

To illustrate the advantages of this quadratic gate delay model 
over the first order canonical model, FIGS. 2(a) and 2(b) 
present a comparison of the probability distributions of the 
delay of an exemplary inverter, as calculated using Monte 
Carlo methods (with each trial in the Monte Carlo simulation 
being run in a SPICE circuit simulator), with results from the 
standard canonical model of equation (8) and the quadratic 

nominal value, i.e., for a/µ=10%, truncation at first-order 
terms is sufficiently accurate (i.e., the linear canonical timing 
model (8) is suitable). However, for cases where variation is 10 
larger than the 10% of the nominal value, significant error 
occurs with use of the linear canonical timing model (8), 
meaning that higher-order terms are needed for accurate tim
ing. For variations up to 30%, experiments show that trunca
tion at the second order terms will be sufficient to get reason
able accuracy. Since it is rare to have higher variations than 
30%, it is reasonable in most cases to proceed with a quadratic 
model. 

15 model of equation (15), wherein in both cases the coefficients 
of the models were extracted from the SPICE model of the 
inverter. FIG. 2(b) illustrates that the "true" distribution (as 
represented by the Monte Carlo simulation) is significantly 
non-symmetric and non-Gaussian, and is not represented 

A.2. Quadratic Gate Delay Model 

The gate delay Dg is a nonlinear function of the global 
variations. Truncating equation (11) up to the second order, 
the quadratic gate delay model can be formulated as: 

aDg aDg 
Dg '°'mg +a:R+ UL+ avv + ... + 

(12) 

1a2ng 2 a2Dg 1a2ng 2 2 au L + aLavLV+::;: av2 v + ... 

where mg is a constant and L, V ... are global variations. The 
coefficients in this Taylor expansion can be analytically 
extracted from the model of the gate delay ( e.g., in the SPICE 

20 well by the standard canonical model of equation (8). The 
quadratic model of equation (15), on the other hand, shows 
significant improvement in accuracy and a far closer match to 
the Monte Carlo results. 

25 
A.3. Quadratic Interconnect Delay Model 

The use of the quadratic model of equation (15) is not 
limited to gates, and may be extended to interconnects (leads/ 
wires) as well. Consider a distributive interconnect delay 
model wherein a long interconnect is separated into N equal 

30 
segments with length of L. Each interconnect segment i will 
have a width of W, and a thickness of T,. These widths and 
thicknesses will then be considered as global variations with 
identical Gaussian distributions as w,-N(µw, aw2

) and T,-N 
(µr, a/). Elmore's interconnect delay model then states that 

35 
the total interconnect delay will be: 

(16) 

where R1 and C1 are the resistance and capacitance of the 
interconnect segment i; rs is the resistivity of the interconnect; 

or other circuit simulation model) using finite difference 
methods. More specifically, one can obtain the coefficients 
for a gate by generating many designs for the gate, each of 
which has a different set of predefined parameters. SPICE 40 
simulation of all these gates will yield a hyper-plane of the 
gate delay versus all parameters. The Taylor expansion coef
ficients can then be obtained by fitting the hyper-plane with 
the polynomial equation (12). Thus, the following discussion 
will assume that the coefficients are known in advance. 45 and cs and cf are the sheet and fringe unit capacity of the 

interconnect. Applying the Taylor expansion to the Elmore's 
delay and truncating it to the second order, the quadratic 
interconnect delay model can be expressed in a manner simi
lar to equation (13): 

Assume that there are p global variation variables. One 
may then define a pxl Gaussian variation vector 

where "*" represents the transpose operation. 0 is a zero 
vector. The correlation matrix (Lg=E{og o/}) is a pxp 
matrix. Generally it is not a unit matrix I since the global 
variations may be correlated. With these definitions, one may 
reexpress equation (12) in compact vector form as: 

(13) 

wherein the vector ~g and the matrix r g are vectorized repre
sentations of the Taylor expansion coefficients in equation 
(12): 

an 1 a2n 
. g r ( .. J g 

/3g(t) = aG; and g t, J = 2 aG;aGJ 

(14) 

50 (17) 

where ow is a 2Nxl global variation vector: 

Ow=fWi', W2', ... , WN', Ti', T2', ... , TN'J-N(O,:E.w) (18) 

55 with W',=(W,-µw)lawand T',=(T,-µr)lar. 
It is important to notice that the width and thickness ran

dom variables are generally not statistically independent to 
each other, and rather are spatially correlated (i.e., they will 
often increase or decrease together over any given lengths). 

60 Due to the non-linear dependency of the interconnect delay 
on the width and thickness variations of equation (16), the 
interconnect delay distribution will not be Gaussian even if 
the width and thickness variations are considered to be Gaus
sian. This is illustrated by the Monte Carlo results illustrated 

65 in FIG. 3, wherein the probability distributions generated by 
the standard canonical model of equation (8) and the qua
dratic model of equation (17) are also illustrated. Again, the 
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quadratic delay model shows significant accuracy improve-
ment (i.e., a far closer match to Monte Carlo results) over the 
standard canonical model. 

B. Analytical Model of Spatial Correlation 

Covariance 

12 

(19) 

The global parameters affecting gate/interconnect delays, 
such as length L, voltage supply V, temperature T etc., are 
often dependent; for example, they might be spatially corre
lated, i.e., nearby gates/interconnects will have similar global 
variations between their global parameters. The question then 
becomes one of how to model the spatial correlation between 
the global parameter variations of spaced gates/interconnects. 

where aG
2 is the variance of the considered global variation, 

ri/ is the distance between positions i and j, and the constant re 
is a quantity termed the characteristic spatial correlation dis
tance of the considered global variation. The spatial correla-

lO tion distance re, which is basically a measure of the distance 
on the chip/circuit beyond which the global variations of two 
elements will be independent, can be extracted experimen
tally from a chip, or can be set to an expected value based on 
analytical models and/or prior experimental values. Obvi-

15 ously, the longer the spatial correlation distance re, the stron
ger the spatial correlation. 

It can be expected that the global parameters between 
gates/interconnects at different positions will be statistically 
correlated by a monotonic decreasing function with respect to 
the distance between them: the greater the distance between 
gates/interconnects, the smaller the correlation between their 
global parameters. A convenient model is to grid (divide) the 
area of the chip/circuit being studied into cells, and assign 
each grid cell ( and the structures therein) an individual global 
variation for the global parameter under consideration. A 
model of this nature, called a quad-tree model, was proposed 

Intuitively, it seems desirable to have a very fine grid to 
enhance accuracy. However, a fine grid will result in a large 
covariance matrix, which will significantly increase compu-

20 tation times. To attain a reasonable balance between accuracy 
and performance, it is preferred that the grid size be based on 
the spatial correlation distance of the considered global 
parameter through a user-defined parameter termed resolu
tion, the ratio of spatial correlation distance to grid cell size: 

25 

in the aforementioned Agarwal et al. reference (A. Agarwal, 
D. Blaauw, and V. Zolotov, "Statistical timing analysis for 30 

intra-die process variations with spatial correlations," Com
puter Aided Design, 2003 International Conference on. 
ICCAD-2003, pp. 900-907, November 2003.) to model the 
spatial correlation within the STA framework. A hierarchical 
tree structure termed a quad-tree is built to connect the grid 35 

cells together, and the correlations between the parameters of 
different grid cells are computed by counting the number of 
parent tree nodes they share. However, this model can in some 
cases bear significant inaccuracies since there are always 

40 
nodes (gates/interconnects) which are spatially close to each 
other (and thus their global parameters are more highly cor
related), but they belong to different subtrees in the quad-tree 

resolution=spatial correlation distance/grid cell size 

Thus, higher resolution will require a finer grid, or a higher 
spatial correlation distance. To illustrate the effect ofresolu
tion, FIGS. 6(a)-6(c) illustrate the spatial correlation (cova
riance) matrix for the following situations: 

FIG. 6(a): 
resolution=! 
chip area l000xl000 µm2 

characteristic spatial correlation distance re=l00 µm 
FIG. 6(b): 
resolution= 1.4 
chip area l000xl000 µm2 

characteristic spatial correlation distance re=l00 µm 
FIG. 6(c): 
resolution=! 
chip area 1400x1400 µm2 

characteristic spatial correlation distance re=l00 µm 

As seen in these Figures, the covariance matrix always has a 
45 "band" structure where the number of bands in the matrix is 

(in which case the quad-tree will fail to capture their correla
tion). To illustrate, if the quad-tree method is used to model 
the spatial correlation in an eight-segment straight wire (see 
FIG. 4), the quad-tree becomes a binary tree if the quad
partitioning is along the wire. The correlation between global 
parameters in wire segments 2 and 3, 4 and 5, etc. will be 
similar to that between wire segments 1 and 2 since they are 50 

similarly spatially separated. However, according to the 
quad-tree method, the spatial correlation between segments 
in the first-level trees (1 and 2, 3 and 4, etc.) will be the largest, 
that between segments in the second level trees ( e.g., between 

decided by the user-defined resolution parameter. As resolu
tion is set higher, the number of bands increases and sparsity 
of the matrix decreases (as particularly shown in FIGS. 6(a) 
and 6(b)). If resolution is constant, so is the number ofbands, 
and the number of total significant elements in the covariance 
matrix is then proportional to the number of global variations, 
i.e. the dimension of the covariance matrix (as particularly 
shown in FIGS. 6(b) and 6(c)). 

2 and 3) will be second largest, and that between the top-level 55 

trees ( e.g., between 4 and 5) will be the smallest. As a result, 
the quad-tree model fails to define similar spatial correlations 
when the distances between structures are similar. 

C. Correlations and Distributions for Quadratic 
Timing Model 

During timing analysis of a given circuit, the signal arrival 
time at each interconnect is the cumulative effect of all gate/ 

The invention preferably models the spatial correlation 
between the global parameters of chip/circuit structures as an 
analytical function of their distance which fits the measure
ment data obtained from manufactured chips. For purposes of 
illustration, here it is assumed to be an exponential decaying 
function, although the methodology is not restricted to such 
an exponential form. Looking to FIG. 5, a global variation G 
is presumed to have a covariance between positions i and j: 

60 interconnect delays in its input cone (i.e., in all gates/inter
connects that have at least one signal propagation path lead
ing to the interconnect). If all gate/interconnect delays are 
expressed in the quadratic forms of Equations (13) and (17), 
and if only linear operations are involved during timing analy-

65 sis, then the arrival time D a will also have the quadratic form 
as: 

(20) 
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wherein there are q gate/interconnect delays in the input cone 
of the net's arrival time Da, p global variations are involved in 
these q gate/wire delays, and the random variation vector 
ra =[Ri, R2 , ... , Rq] *-N(0, I) is assumed to be independent on 
oa=[Gi, G2 , ... , GP]*-N(0,~J-

14 
where fx(x) is the pdf ofX. Since the characteristic function 
is actually an inverse fourier transform of the pdf, the pdf of 
the random variable X can be computed from its characteris
tic function: 

It is important to note that the foregoing model assumes 
that all operations during timing analysis are linear opera
tions. This assumption is merely an approximation since there 
will always be non-linear MAX/MIN operations involved 

10 
when computing the arrival time. 

(30) 

Thus, for the quadratic timing variable D-Q(m, a, ~- r) 
defined in equation (21 ), its exact characteristic function can 
be analytically derived by substituting it into equation (29): 

Mathematically, the gate/interconnect delay equations of 
(13) and (17) are only special cases of Equation (20), so 
Equations (13), (17), and (20) can be summarized as follows: 
if every arrival time in a circuit is approximated as a linear 15 

combination of its input gate/interconnect delays, and all 
gate/interconnect delays meet the quadratic delay formats of 
Equations (13) and (17), then all timing variables in the cir
cuit, including gate/interconnect delays and arrival times, will 

CD(§)= E{eJ'D) = I 1:00 
= 1ni-½exp{jfm - ~§2 (a:rn + /kd ff1 :d 1>)} 

(31) 

have the quadratic timing model: 20 

D-Q(m,a,!3,r)~m+a *r+i3 *l,+l,*rl, (21) 

where r~N(0, I) and •-N(0,~) are mutually independent local 
variations and global variations. 

Both linear and quadratic dependencies are present in the 
quadratic timing model (21 ). In order to evaluate the correla
tions between timing variables with quadratic forms, three 
types of correlation need to be computed: (1) correlation 
between linear terms; (2) correlations between linear and 
quadratic terms; and (3) correlations between quadratic 
terms. It can be shown, via a proof not reproduced here, that 
these correlations can be summarized as follows for random 
vector d-N(0,S), sensitivity vectors a and ~' and quadratic 
coefficient matrices r, r 1 , and r 2 : 

(22) 

(23) 

where fR(r) and fG(o) are joint pdfs for Gaussian random 
vectors rand o respectively; IQI is the determinant of matrix 
Q=I-2j1;~ 112IT112

. The pdf of the quadratic time variable, 
25 fn(x), can then be computed from Equation (20). This will 

require one step of eigenvalue decomposition ( computing 
~

112
) and one step of fourier transformation in order to ana

lytically compute the distribution of a quadratic timing vari
able, and this computation may be intensive. Fortunately, it is 

30 not necessary to compute the distribution at every step of the 
timing analysis; the distribution will usually only be 
requested once, at the primary output of the STA analysis. 

D. STA with the Quadratic Timing Model 
35 

cov(o,rl>,i3*o)~0 (24) 40 

The foregoing methods can be implemented on a chip/ 
circuit design by ( for example) taking the SPICE model of the 
chip/circuit, extracting the quadratic parameters ofindividual 
gate/interconnects, and using the extracted parameters to 
form a gate/interconnect library. The chip/circuit design can 
then be translated into a timing graph which includes infor-

(25) 

where the function "tr{ ... }" means "trace," and is the sum 
of the diagonal elements of the matrix. Applying these defi
nitions, correlations between the quadratic timing variables 
can be expressed as 

(26) 

(27) 

for quadratic timing variable D-Q(m, a, ~- r), and for qua
dratic random variables D1-Q(mi, ai, ~ 1 . r 1 ) and D2 -Q(m2 , 

a 2 , ~ 2 . r2 ), the correlation between them is: 

(28) 

To compute the distribution of the quadratic timing variable D 
defined in equation (21 ), the statistical technique of charac
teristic functions can be used. For a random variable X, its 
characteristic function is defined as: 

(29) 

mation about both the gate/interconnect connections and also 
the quadratic gate/interconnect delay parameters. A timing 
graph ( or file or equivalent set of information) containing this 

45 set of information can be said to be in a standard delay 
variance correlation format (sdvcf), which can then be used to 
calculate and propagate delays throughout the chip/circuit ( or 
more technically its timing graph) utilizing an algorithm such 
as that illustrated in FIG. 7. 

50 As previously discussed, in block based timing analysis, 
the determination of arrival times involves two fundamental 
operations: 
(1) ADD: When an input arrival time X propagates through a 

gate delay Y, the output arrival time will be Z= X + Y 
55 (2) MAX: When two arrival times X and Y merge in a gate, a 

new arrival time of Z=max(X, Y) is formulated before the 
gate delay is added. 

The specifics of these operations, as implemented with the 
60 quadratic timing model, are discussed in greater detail below. 

D.1. ADD Operation 
If both X and Y are expressed in the quadratic form of 

Equation (21), with x-Q(mx, ax, ~x- r x) and y-Q(my, ay, 
~y- r y), then the output of the ADD operator is straightfor-

65 ward: 

(32) 
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Where the quadratic parameters are computed as: 

a2=ax+ay 

(33) 

D.2. Linear Approximation of MAX Operation 

The MAX operator is more complicated than ADD since it 
is generally a non-linear operator, and error is introduced if 
MAX is approximated with a linear operator. Nevertheless, in 
the cases where MAX does behave linearly, it can be useful to 
compute the MAX output by use of an equivalent ( or closely 
approximate) linear operator for sake of simplicity. However, 
there is then a question as to how linear the MAX operator 
is---can it be substituted with a linear operator without sig
nificant inaccuracy? 

16 
Applying this optimal condition, the optimal values of a, b 
and c which minimize the error function defined in Equation 
(34) will be the solution of equations: 

E{Z}=aµx+bµy+c 

cov(Z,X)=a·a}+b ·cov(X, Y) 

cov(Z, Y)=a·cov(X, Y)+b ·al (36) 

10 Given quadratic timing variables ofX-Q(mx, ax, ~x- r x) and 
y-Q(my, ay, r y), E{Z}, cov(X,Z), and cov(Y,Z) can be ana
lytically computed using equations set forth by Clark (C. 
Clark, "The greatest of a finite set of random variables," 
Operations Research, pp. 145-162, March 1961), and by 

15 treating Z=max(X, Y) as if MAX is operating on Gaussian 
random variables. The linear approximation parameters, a, b 
and c can then be solved as: 

(37) 

20 where <I> and cp are respectively the cdf and pdf of the standard 
Gaussian distribution evaluated at µx-lax-Y· With such a 
linear approximation of the MAX operator, the quadratic 
timing variable Z=max(X,YfQ(m2 , a 2 , ~z- r 2 ) can then be 

If the inputs of the MAX operator are Gaussian, one way to 
check linearity is to examine the skewness of its outputs: if a 
MAX operator is linear and has Gaussian inputs, it will also 
have Gaussian outputs. Stated differently, the linearity of the 
MAX operator can be evaluated by the Gaussianity of its 25 
output assuming its inputs are Gaussian. Skewness, which 
indicates the symmetry of a distribution, can then be applied 

computed as: 

to check Gaussianity (since a Gaussian distribution will 
always be symmetric). 

If it is assumed that the MAX operation is performed on 30 

two Gaussian inputs whose mean and variance match those 
computed from the quadratic timing model (Equations (26) 
and (27)), output skewness can be computed using methods 
such as those discussed in C. Clark, "The greatest of a finite 

(38) 

Such a linear approximation for the MAX operation has 
two sources of error. First, the MAX inputs are assumed 
Gaussian, whereas in reality they are fundamentally non
Gaussian. Second, the MAX operator is itself nonlinear. As 

set of random variables," Operations Research, pp. 145-162, 35 

March 1961. There are then two possibilities, discussed 
below. 

D .2( a). Linear MAX Approximation Accurate 

If the skewness is smaller than some threshold value, it can 
be assumed that the MAX operator can be well approximated 
by a linear operator. If the linear function li=ax+by+c is used 
as an approximation ofZ=max(X,Y), the task becomes one of 
finding appropriate coefficients a, b, and c. This can be done 
by defining an appropriate error function, and finding a, b, and 
c where error is minimized. Thus, if li=W(X,Y) is an approxi
mation of Z=max(X, Y) with random variables X and Y, then 
the error function can be defined as 

Ll = I J:00 

[max(x, y) -,jJ(x, y)]2 fxy(x, y)d/xd/y 

= E{Z2
} + E{Z2

} - 2E{zz) 

(34) 

for the first of these error sources, the error is tolerable since 
non-Gaussianity is usually not severe. The MAX inputs are 
expressed in quadratic format (as in Equation (21)) during 

40 timing analysis, and their non-Gaussianity is actually decided 
by the relative magnitude of their quadratic coefficients ver
sus their first order coefficients. To illustrate, FIGS. 8( a )-8( d) 
illustrate comparisons in the pdf, calculated using Monte 
Carlo simulation and the foregoing linear approximation, for 

45 MAX as performed on two quadratic timing variables, 
Dx=kX2+X and Dy=kY2 +Y (i.e., D2 =max(Dx, Dy)=max 
(kX2 +X, kY2 + Y)). It is seen that the larger the quadratic 
coefficient k is, the worse the linear approximation. However, 
even for larger quadratic coefficients (such as k=0.4), the 

50 linear approximation still performs reasonably well, particu
larly insofar as the error introduced by the non-Gaussianity of 
the MAX inputs will only make the linear approximation give 
a more pessimistic estimation than the Monte Carlo results. In 
other words, the linear approximation will provide a conser-

55 vative and "safe" estimate, even though it will have some 
errors when the non-Gaussianity of the input timing variables 
is very large. where fx)x, y) is the joint distribution ofX andY. If function 

li=W(X,Y) includes the parameters of .A1 , A2 , ... , the 
optimum value of"-, (and the minimum value of the error 
function of Equation (34)) will then be determined by the 

60 
following optimal condition: 

As for the second of the error sources-the fact that the 
MAX operator is fundamentally a non-linear operator-the 
error here will generally be acceptable as well, since MAX 
can, as demonstrated above, be well approximated by a linear 

(35) 

operator for purposes of timing analysis. 
Despite the foregoing, there will often be nodes in a given 

timing graph wherein the linear MAX approximation yields 
65 poor results (where the true MAX operator is highly nonlin

ear). If a linear approximation is used for these cases, the error 
this will introduce could possibly be amplified as it transfers 
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to later nodes, resulting in unacceptable results. To avoid this 
problem, it is preferable to detect cases where MAX becomes 
significantly nonlinear-as by observing skewness, as dis
cussed above-and either defer use of the linear approxima
tion on these nodes, or else defer it ( as will be discussed in the 5 

section below). 

computation efficiency is enhanced, and at the same time the 
error of the linear approximation for MAX operators is kept 
within an acceptable range. 

To realize the foregoing tuple-based MAX evaluation, it is 
necessary to establish a method of analytically determining 
the nonlinearity of the MAX operator. Thus far, skewness has 
been noted as the preferred determination method (though it 
is important to be aware that other measures of nonlinearity D.2(b). Linear MAX Approximation Inaccurate: Use of 

MAX Tuple 
As discussed above, if the skewness is greater than some 

threshold value, it can be assumed that the MAX operator is 
not well approximated by a linear operator. In this case, it is 
not mandatory that the output of the MAX operation be 
immediately computed at the node in question, and rather the 
computation can be deferred. This can be done by simply 
recording the output of the MAX operation as a data structure 
termed the max tuple, Mt{X,Y}. The output can then be 
propagated to subsequent nodes using the following compu
tations: 

ADD: a gate/interconnect delay, D, is added into a max tuple 
Mt{X,Y} as: 

Mt{X, Y}+D~Mt{X+D, Y+D} (39) 

10 
could be used instead). While skewness is a possible indicator 
oflinearity for the MAX inputs here, it is not an appropriate 
indicator of Gaussianity for random variables in general, 
since there are non-Gaussian distributions which are symmet
ric (i.e., which have low skewness). Skewness is nonetheless 

15 a workable measure of the linearity of the MAX operator 
because nonlinearity of the MAX operator will always 
change the symmetry of the distribution of the MAX output. 

D.3. Computation Complexity 

20 

aMAX: an arrival time, A, is MAXed with a max tuple Mt {X, 25 

Y} as: 

The foregoing methods of STA using the quadratic timing 
model will naturally have greater computation complexity 
than STA methods using the first order canonical timing 
model (8). This extra complexity will primarily arise from (1) 
the need to compute the moment of the quadratic form (using 
equations (26)-(28)); and (2) the need to update the quadratic 
coefficient matrix rusing equations (33) and (38). Looking at 
these factors more carefully, in a circuit with N gates, assume 
there are t types of global variation sources and that there are 
also q global variation variables which account for spatial 

max(A,Mt{X,Y})~Mt{A,X,Y} 

tMAX: two max tuples are MAXed together: 

max(Mt { X, Y} ,Mt { U, V} )~ Mt { X, Y, U, V} (40) 

To practically implement such tuple-based MAX evaluation 
and avoid memory/storage problems, the number of arrival 
times in the max tuple, i.e., the tuple size, is preferably main
tained as small as possible. Tuple minimization can be 
achieved by the associative rule of max tuple: 

Mt{A,X,Y}~Mt{max(A,X),Y}~Mt{A,max 
(X, Y)}~Mt{X,max(A, Y)} (41) 

Thus, if a MAX operator on any two random variables in the 
max tuple behaves linearly, these two random variables can 
be replaced by their linear combination as shown in equation 
(38) so that the size of the max tuple is reduced. This reduc
tion process can be iteratively performed to minimize the 
tuple size. 

30 correlation. Both the correlation (covariance) matrix ~ and 
the quadratic coefficient matrix r are sparse matrices, with 
the number of non-zero elements in r being O(t2

), and matrix 
~ having O(q) significant non-zero elements and a "band" 
structure as shown in FIGS. 6(a)-6(c). Since the types of 

35 global variation sources are usually limited for a particular 
technology, generally q>>t. As a result, the additional com
putation needed to switch from the first order timing model to 
the quadratic timing model will mainly arise from the 
moment evaluation equations (26)-(28). In these equations, 

40 the trace evaluation of the product of two matrices can be 
done in linear time 0( q) considering the "band" structure of 
the correlation (covariance) matrix~- However, since such 
moment evaluation has to be done at every timing step, the 
overall additional timing complexity required will be 0( qxN) 

45 which is linear to both the number of global variations q and 
the size of the circuit N. Since the number of bands in~ is 

So, in short, if MAX inputs behave nonlinearly ( e.g., if 
their skewness exceeds some threshold), these inputs can 
simply be stored in a MAX tuple, and the contents of the 
MAX tuple can be regularly checked for linearity between 50 

each/any two members (and these members can be MAXed 
out if their MAX output skewness is small enough). To pre
vent excessive growth of the tuple size, a safeguard maximum 
allowed size for the MAX tuple can be set, and if the MAX 
tuple grows to exceeds the maximum size, the skewness 55 

threshold can be increased to induce more tuple size reduc-

controlled by the user-defined resolution parameter, the 
higher the resolution, the more bands in the matrix and the 
longer the covariance computation time. On the other hand, 
the higher the resolution, the finer the grid and the more 
accurate of the correlation model. Thus, the user-defined 
resolution parameter provides a convenient way to balance 
accuracy and computational complexity when considering 
spatial correlation in statistical timing. 

D.4. Application in Path Based SSTA 

tion. 
Finally, in the primary output of the chip/circuit where the 

delay is reported as MAX tuple ( or at any earlier point in the 
circuit at which it is no longer desired to maintain the tuple), 
the delay can be evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation to get 
the requested pdf and/or cdf. This is accurate, and is also 
relatively efficient so long as the size of the MAX tuple is 
reasonable. 

The foregoing discussion relates to use of the quadratic 
timing model in block-based STA, but it can be applied in 
path-based STA as well.As previously noted, path-based STA 

60 has the drawback that it relies on accurate selection of statis-

By using the foregoing conditional linear MAX opera- 65 

tion-i.e., applying a linear approximation where appropri
ate, and storing remaining variables for later operation-

tically critical paths, but assuming such critical paths are 
correctly selected, the overall delay distribution of the circuit 
can be computed straightforwardly using the quadratic timing 
model. The path delay for the ith critical path cpi will be the 
sum of all gate/wire delays in the path: D cp,=~gEcpi D g· When 
all gate/wire delays are represented in quadratic form, the 
path delay will also have the quadratic format as: 
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(42) 

20 
sian random variables, the mean(µ) and standard deviation 
(a), used for standard first order canonical delay cases, are not 
sufficient to characterize the distributions of the variables. 
Thus, the 97.7% quartile of the output arrival time distribu-

So if there are n statistically critical paths, the overall delay 
distribution will be: 

5 tion, i:97 , is also provided in TABLE I. The estimation error 
(as determined versus Monte Carlo results) is also shown in 
parentheses in TABLE I, and this illustrates that significant 
accuracy improvement occurs by switching the delay model 

10 
from first order canonical to quadratic. 

(43) 

For example, the statistically critical paths for the circuit 
shown in FIG. 9 will be: 

TABLE2 

Delay Distribution !J2s) 

cpl: (11, 16, 22) 

cp2: (11, 16, 23) 

15 Circuit STAMetbod µ (J '97 

cp3: (11, 19, 23) 

So the overall delay distribution will be D au=max(D cp1' D cp2 , 
20 

D cp3 ), where each path delay can be computed from equation 
(42). 

E. Simulations/Experimental Results 

The proposed block based STA with quadratic t1mmg 
model has been implemented in C/C++ and tested on 
ISCAS'85 benchmark circuits. The first order canonical tim
ing model and Monte Carlo simulation (using 10,000 repeti
tions) were used for comparison purposes. Before the experi
ment, a simple standard gate library with gates of not, nand2, 
nand3, nor2, nor3, aoi22 and oai22 were constructed. The 
deterministic delay and statistical delay sensitivities of these 
library gates were extracted from their SPICE model as 
described in section A.2. The gates were also laid out using 
Cadence tools (Cadence, San Jose, Calif., USA), and their 
characteristics are measured from the layout. The ISCAS 
circuits are then synthesized using a Synopsys design com
piler (Synopsys, Mountain View, Calif. USA) using the 
library models. The DRAGON placement tool (UCLA, Los 
Angeles, Calif. USA) was used to obtain the placement infor- 40 

mation needed for spatial correlation. 

25 

30 

35 

All parameters were assumed to have a/µ=30% of varia
tions. Three parameters, gate length (L), supply voltage (V), 
and temperature (T) were considered to be global variation 
sources, and their correlation distances were all assumed to be 45 

100 µm for illustrative purposes. The spatial correlation reso
lution was set to be 3 for all three global parameters so that the 
size of the grid cells covering the circuit was 33 µm. All other 
variation sources were assumed to be localized, and their 
effect on the gate delay was lumped into a single local varia- 50 

tion term. 
Timing results from both the quadratic and first order tim

ing models, as well as from Monte Carlo simulation are 
shown in TABLE I. Since the time random variables-either 
gate/wire delays or arrival times-are modeled as non-Gaus-

Name 
Gate 
Counts 
Grid Cells 
Quadratic 
Canonical 
CPU 
Penalty 
Sink Tuple 
Size 

c432 Monte Carlo 1828 779 3490 
Quadratic 1853 (1/4%) 734 (5.8%) 3360 (2.3%) 
Canonical 1653 (9.5%) 537 (31 %) 2650 (24%) 

c880 Monte Carlo 1843 753 3440 
Quadratic 1867 (1.3%) 689 (8.5%) 3360 (2/3%) 
Canonical 1671 (9.4%) 448 (40%) 2500 (27%) 

c1355 Monte Carlo 1811 746 3280 
Quadratic 1828 (0.9%) 697 (6.6%) 3360 (2.4%) 
Canonical 1636 (9.7%) 485 (35%) 2530 (23%) 

c1908 Monte Carlo 2437 914 4410 
Quadratic 2432 (0.2%) 880 (3.8%) 4370 (0.9%) 
Canonical 2190 (10%) 695 (24%) 3490 (20%) 

c2670 Monte Carlo 2666 1019 4840 
Quadratic 2738 (2.7% 860 (16%) 4620 (4.6%) 
Canonical 2404 (10%) 618 (39%) 3560 (26%) 

c3540 Monte Carlo 3468 1344 6230 
Quadratic 3499 (0.9%) 1309 (2.6%) 6370 (2.3%) 
Canonical 3136 (10%) 936 (30%) 4870 (22%) 

c6288 Monte Carlo 8798 3785 16799 
Quadratic 9393 (6.8% 3535 (6.6%) 16639 (1.0%) 
Canonical 7950 (10%) 2661 (30%) 12919 (23%) 

c7552 Monte Carlo 2440 981 4510 
Quadratic 2489 (2.0%) 828 (15%) 4270 (5.3%) 
Canonical 2202 (10%) 599 (39%) 3310 (27%) 

FIG. 10 graphically illustrates the accuracy improvement 
achieved by the quadratic model for ISCAS circuit c3540. It 
is seen that the accuracy improvement of the quadratic model 
mostly arises from the high probability region of the distri
bution, which is actually more critical for circuit perfor
mance. The first-order canonical model will clearly underes
timate the delay in the high probability region, resulting in 
optimistic design and excessive chip failure. 

TABLE 2 shows the CPU time for the three approaches. 
While the quadratic method incurs several times the run time 
of the first order canonical model, the overall run time is still 
extremely reasonable for a circuit with thousands of gates, in 
effect providing a significant accuracy improvement with a 
relatively small run time penalty. TABLE 2 also lists the size 
of the MAX tuple at the sink node and the average tuple size 
of the circuit. The small tuple size shows that the MAX 
operation behaves linearly at most times during the timing 
analysis, and can be safely approximated by a linear operator. 

TABLE2 

c432 c880 c1335 c1908 c2670 c3540 c6288 c7552 
280 641 717 1188 2004 2485 2704 5355 

3 X 3 5 X 3 5 X 4 5 X 4 6 X 5 7 X 6 12 X 10 10 X 8 
0.36 s 0.52 s 0.81 s 0.63 s 0.83 s 1.32 s 7.23 s 4.32 s 
0.07 s 0.18 s 0.25 s 0.18 s 0.23 s 0.61 s 4.20 s 1.98 s 

5.lx 2.9x 3.2x 3.5x 3.6x 2.2x 1.7x 2.2x 

2 2 4 4 
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1.2 1.2 
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TABLE 2-continued 

1.5 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.1 

The invention is not intended to be limited to the preferred 
methods and steps described above, but rather is intended to 10 

be limited only by the claims set out below. Thus, the inven
tion encompasses all different versions that fall literally or 
equivalently within the scope of these claims. It should also 
be understood that in these claims, where symbols and for
mulae are expressed, the claims are not to be interpreted as 15 

meaning that the invention is limited to these symbols and 
formulae. Rather, the claims extend to processes utilizing the 
relations set forth by the formulae, regardless of whether the 
same characters/symbology are used, and regardless of 
whether the formulae are expressed in the form set forth in the 20 

claims or in a different format. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for predicting the signal delay in a circuit 

having circuit paths formed by elements connected by inter-
25 

connects wherein: 
(1) at least some of the circuit paths intersect; 
(2) all elements and interconnects each: 

(a) have an associated signal delay D, and 
(b) have at least one of: 

30 
(i) an adjacent upstream element or interconnect from 

which a signal delay is propagated, and 
(ii) an adjacent downstream element or interconnect to 

which the signal delay D is propagated; 
(3) at least one set of correlated signal delays is present, 

35 
wherein at least one of the signal delays Dx therein is 
correlated with at least one of the other signal delays Dy 
therein such that cov(Dx, Dy) is nonzero, and 

( 4) one or more sets of correlated signal delays arise from 
global variations, the method comprising the following 

40 
steps at any path intersection wherein at least two circuit 
paths intersect, with a first circuit path having a signal 
delay D1 and a second circuit path having a signal delay 
D2: 

a. modeling each signal delay D by a function dependent on 
45 

M M 

IIr;_,G;G, 
i=l k=l 

wherein: 
Mis the number of global variations in the circuit; 

50 

22 

1.3 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein: 
a. the step of evaluating the gaussianity of the function 

MAX(Di, D2) includes determining the skewness of the 
function MAX(Di, D2); and 

b. the step of storing signal delays D1 and D2 in a signal 
delay tuple Mt is performed if the skewness of the func
tion MAX(D1 , D2 ) is greater than a threshold value. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the signal delay of any 
adjacent downstream element or interconnect is added to each 
signal delay within the signal delay tuple Mt. 

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step, at any 
downstream path intersections at which the circuit path bear
ing the signal delay tuple Mt intersects with a circuit path 
bearing a signal delay D0 , of storing the signal delay D0 in the 
signal delay tuple Mt. 

5. The method of claim 4 further comprising the steps of: 
a. evaluating the gaussianity of the function MAX(D0 , 

DM,), wherein DM, is a signal delay from within the 
signal delay tuple Mt; 

b. if the gaussianity meets a threshold standard, substitut
ing MAX(D0 , DM,) for D0 and DM, within the signal 
delay tuple Mt. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the step of evaluating the 
gaussianity of the function MAX(D0 , DM,) includes deter
mining the skewness of the function MAX(D0 , DM,). 

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps, at 
any downstream path intersections at which the circuit path 
bearing the signal delay tuple intersects with a circuit path 
bearing a signal delay D, of: 

a. evaluating the gaussianity of the function MAX(D0 , 

DM,), wherein DM, is a signal delay from within the 
signal delay tuple Mt; 

b. if the gaussianity meets a threshold standard, substitut
ing MAX(D0 , DM,) for DM, within the signal delay tuple 
Mt. 

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
performing Monte Carlo simulation on the signal delays 
within the signal delay tuple Mt. 

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the function modeling 
each signal delay D is also dependent on: 

M 

I/3;G; 
i=l G, and Gk are each a global variation reflecting the uncer

tainty in the value of D, each such uncertainty being 55 
shared by the element and one or more other elements in 
the circuit; and wherein ~, is a global sensitivity coefficient reflecting the 

dependence of D on global variation G, in the circuit. 
10. A method for predicting the signal delay in a circuit 

having circuit paths formed by elements connected by inter-
60 connects wherein: 

r,.k is a global sensitivity coefficient reflecting the depen
dence ofD on both of global variations G, and Gk in the 
circuit; 

b. evaluating using a computer the gaussianity of the func
tion MAX(D1 , D2 ); 

c. if the gaussianity does not meet a threshold standard, 
storing signal delays D1 and D2 in a signal delay tuple 
Mt; and 

d. propagating the signal delay tuple Mt to any downstream 
element or interconnect using the computer. 

65 

(1) at least some of the circuit paths intersect; 
(2) all elements and interconnects each: 

(a) have an associated signal delay D, and 
(b) have at least one of: 

(i) an adjacent upstream element or interconnect from 
which a signal delay is propagated, and 
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(ii) an adjacent downstream element or interconnect to 
which the signal delay D is propagated; 

(3) at least one set of correlated signal delays is present, 
wherein at least one of the signal delays Dx therein is 
correlated with at least one of the other signal delays Dy 5 

therein such that cov(Dx, Dy) is nonzero, and 

( 4) one or more sets of correlated signal delays arise from 
global variations, the method comprising the following 
steps at any path intersection wherein at least two circuit 10 
paths intersect, with a first circuit path having a signal 
delay D1 and a second circuit path having a signal delay 
D2, 

a. evaluating using a computer the gaussianity of the func
tion MAX(D1 , D2); 

b. if the gaussianity does not meet a threshold standard, 
storing signal delays D1 and D2 in a signal delay tuple 
Mt; and 

15 

c. propagating the signal delay tuple Mt to any downstream 20 
element or interconnect using the computer; 

wherein each signal delay D is modeled by: 

N M M M 25 
D=µD+ Ia:1R1 + I,B;G;+ IIr;_,G;G, 

j=l i=l i=l k=l 

24 
a. modeling, using a computer, each signal delay D by: 

N M M M 

D=µD+ Ia:1R1 + I,B;G;+ IIr;_,G;G, 
j=l i=l i=l k=l 

wherein: 
µD is a nominal value for D; 
N is the number of signal delays in the circuit; 
M is the number of global variations in the circuit; 
a1 is a node sensitivity coefficient reflecting the depen

dence of D on signal delay j in the circuit; 
R1 is a local variation reflecting the uncertainty in the value 

of D localized in the element; 
G, and Gk are each a global variation reflecting the uncer

tainty in the value of D, each such uncertainty being 
shared by the element and one or more other elements in 
the circuit; 

~, is a global sensitivity coefficient reflecting the depen
dence ofD on global variation G, in the circuit; and 

r, k is a global sensitivity coefficient reflecting the depen
. dence of D on both of global variations G, and Gk in the 
circuit; 

b. subsequently propagating the modeled signal delays 
throughout at least one of the circuit paths. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein at least one of the 
global variations G varies in value between two locations A wherein: 

µD is a nominal value for D; 

N is the number of signal delays in the circuit; 

Mis the number of global variations in the circuit; 

30 and Bin the circuit such that cov(GA, GB) decreases as the 
distance between locations A and B increases, wherein GA is 
the global variation at location A and GB is the global varia
tion at location B. 

a1 is a node sensitivity coefficient reflecting the depen-
35 

dence of D on signal delay j in the circuit; 

R1 is a local variation reflecting the uncertainty in the value 
ofD localized in the element; 

G, and Gk are each a global variation reflecting the uncer
tainty in the value of D, each such uncertainty being 40 

shared by the element and one or more other elements in 
the circuit; 

~, is a global sensitivity coefficient reflecting the depen
dence ofD on global variation Gi in the circuit; and 

r,. k is a global sensitivity coefficient reflecting the depen
dence ofD on both of global variations Gi and Gk in the 
circuit. 

45 

11. A method for predicting the signal delay in a circuit 
having circuit paths formed by elements connected by inter- 50 

connects wherein: 

(1) at least some of the circuit paths intersect, 

(2) all elements and interconnects each: 

(a) have an associated signal delay D, and 

(b) have at least one of: 

(i) an adjacent upstream element or interconnect from 
which a signal delay is propagated, and 

55 

(ii) an adjacent downstream element or interconnect to 
60 

which the signal delay D is propagated; 

13. The method of claim 11 wherein at least one of the 
global variations G varies in value between two locations A 
and Bin the circuit such that cov(GA, GB) decreases expo
nentially with the distance between locations A and B, 
wherein GA is the global variation at location A and GB is the 
global variation at location B. 

14. The method of claim 11 wherein at least one of the 
global variations G varies in value between two locations A 
and B in the circuit such that: 

2 ( rAB) cov(GA, Gs) =cr0 exp --
r, 

wherein 
GA is the global variation at location A; 
GB is the global variation at location B; 
aG is the standard deviation of the global variation G, 
rAB is the distance between locations A and B; and 
Re is a nonzero constant spatial correlation distance. 
15. The method of claim 14 wherein: 
a. the circuit is partitioned into an array of elements of at 

least substantially equal 
b. rAB is the distance between elements A and B; and 
c. re is equal to the product of: 
(1) the average size of the elements, and 
(2) a user-defined resolution. (3) at least one set of correlated signal delays is present, 

wherein at least one of the signal delays Dx therein is 
correlated with at least one of the other signal delays Dy 
therein such that cov(Dx, Dy) is nonzero, and 

( 4) one or more sets of correlated signal delays arise from 
global variations, the method comprising the steps of: 

16. The method of claim 11 wherein the method further 
comprises the following steps at any path intersection at 

65 which at least two circuit paths intersect, with a first circuit 
path having a signal delay D1 and a second circuit path having 
a signal delay D2 : 
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a. evaluating the gaussianity of the function MAX(Di, D2); 

b. if the gaussianity does not meet a threshold standard, 
storing signal delays D1 and D2 in a signal delay tuple 
Mt; and 

c. propagating the signal delay tuple Mt to any downstream 5 

element or interconnect. 
17. A method for predicting the signal delay in a circuit 

having circuit paths formed by elements connected by inter
connects wherein: 

10 

26 
b. subsequently propagating the modeled signal delays 

throughout at least one of the circuit paths. 
18. The method of claim 17 wherein the function modeling 

each signal delay D is also dependent on: 

M 

L,J3;G; 
i=l 

(1) at least some of the circuit paths intersect, 
(2) all elements and interconnects each: 
(a) have an associated signal delay D, and 
(b) have at least one of: 
(i) an adjacent upstream element or interconnect from 

which a signal delay is propagated, and 

wherein ~, is a global sensitivity coefficient reflecting the 
dependence of D on global variation G, in the circuit. 

19. The method of claim 18 wherein the function modeling 

15 
each signal delay Dis also dependent on: 

(ii) an adjacent downstream element or interconnect to 
which the signal delay D is propagated; 

(3) at least one set of correlated signal delays is present, 
wherein at least one of the signal delays Dx therein is 
correlated with at least one of the other signal delays Dy 20 

therein such that cov(Dx, Dy) is nonzero, and 
( 4) one or more sets of correlated signal delays arise from 

global variations, 
the method comprising the steps of: 
a. modeling, using a computer, each signal delay D by a 25 

function dependent on 

N 

µD + 'I,a:1R1 
j=l 

wherein: µD is a nominal value for D; 
N is the number of signal delays in the circuit 
ai' is a node sensitivity coefficient reflecting the depen

dence of D on signal delay j in the circuit; and 
R1 is a local variation reflecting the uncertainty in the value 

of D localized in the element. 
20. The method of claim 17 wherein the method further 

M M 

L,L,r;_,G;G, 
i=l k=l 

wherein: 

30 
comprises the following steps at any path intersection at 
which at least two circuit paths intersect, with a first circuit 
path having a signal delay D1 and a second circuit path having 
a signal delay D2 : 

Mis the number of global variations in the circuit; 
G, and Gk are each a global variation reflecting the uncer- 35 

tainty in the value of D, each such uncertainty being 
shared by the element and one or more other elements in 
the circuit; and 

r, k is a global sensitivity coefficient reflecting the depen-
0dence ofD on both of global variations G, and Gk in the 40 

circuit; 

a. evaluating the gaussianity of the function MAX(Di, D2); 

b. if the gaussianity does not meet a threshold standard, 
storing signal delays D1 and D2 in a signal delay tuple 
Mt; and 

c. propagating the signal delay tuple Mt to any downstream 
element or interconnect. 

* * * * * 
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